This Month's Resources

GIDEON: Global Infectious Diseases & Epidemiology Online Network
Features up-to-date information and visual tools for diagnosing diseases and following the latest trends in epidemiology and treatment.

Ovid Emcare
A premium nursing and allied health database ideal for practice, research, or education.

Featured Journals

Journal of Hospital Medicine
This journal is the premier publication for dissemination of research and education for the specialty of hospital medicine.

Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research®
Original articles highlighting the latest in clinically relevant basic science of musculoskeletal diseases and their treatments.

January 2013
Welcome to the January 2013 issue of the Ovid C+T+S Update e-newsletter, designed to keep you informed on new journal, book, and database content from Ovid—as well as news about our Ovid, search, discovery, and management platforms. Check out this month's Resource of the Month, Featured Journal, and Featured Book. And don't miss the Technology Corner, with a helpful hint from our Customer Support team on using OvidSP!

In This Issue

Platform News
Visit our Resource Center for updates, marketing materials and more on OvidSP, OvidMD and Nursing@Ovid.

Administrative News
All Ovid customers now receive electronic invoices via email rather than paper invoices by mail. Send your Ovid Account Representative an updated email address if you haven’t already done so.

Book News
Over 120 new titles and new editions—as well as a new collection—have recently been made available on OvidSP.

Journal News
Read more on 8 new titles from new and longtime publishing partners.
Database News
Get details on 2013 updates of MEDLINE®, BIOSIS® Previews, and Zoological Record®.

Webcast News
Be sure to visit www.ovid.com/webcasts for an archive of earlier webcasts, including "Top 10 Questions Answered from Ovid Customer Support", originally broadcast November 28th.

Technology Corner

"We can combine date range segments on your database menu to make a more concise list. Email support@ovid.com for details."
Neil Christiansen, Technical Support Engineer

Hospital Epidemiology & Infection Control
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Doody's Star Rating®: 4 stars, score: 93, Doody's Core Title: 2.67 (Health Sciences — Infectious Disease)
Thoroughly revised and updated for its Fourth Edition, this highly acclaimed volume is the most comprehensive reference on hospital epidemiology and infection control. Written by over 150 leading experts, this new edition examines every type of hospital–acquired (nosocomial) infection and addresses every issue relating to surveillance, prevention, and control of these infections in patients and in healthcare workers.

Expert review from Doody’s Review Service:
“The complex field of healthcare epidemiology and infection control demands an up–to–date comprehensive and practical book for those in the trenches. Look no further — this is it!”
Farrin Manian, MD, MPH
St. John’s Mercy Medical Center


Platform News
Visit the Ovid Resource Center
Go to resourcecenter.ovid.com and uncover the following critical materials:

- Downloadable informational materials
- Sample expert searches
- Archived webcasts and case studies
- Product training information
- Images and screenshots
- And more!

Book News
See below for details on 122 new books from Springer Publishing, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, and CABI; 2 new editions from LWW; and 1 new LWW collection.

New Books
BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL SCIENCES: CULTURAL COMPETENCY IN HEALTHCARE

BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL SCIENCES: CULTURE & ETHNICITY

BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL SCIENCES: POLITICAL SCIENCE & LAW


**NURSING: NURSE PRACTITIONER**


**NURSING: OBSTETRICS & WOMEN'S HEALTH**


**NURSING: PSYCHIATRY & MENTAL HEALTH NURSING**


**NURSING: RESEARCH & THEORY**


**PHARMACOLOGY: PHARMACY**

The annual reload occurred on January 7th. The reload included the following changes:

- Changed Field: Registry Number/Name of Substance (RN)
- New Structured Abstracts limit
- The Systematic Reviews limit was moved to the Publication Types listing
- Changes to Ovid MEDLINE Segmentation

Click here for a complete description of the 2013 MeSH thesaurus changes.

**BIOSIS Previews 2013 and Zoological Records 2013**

The 2013 segments were successfully made live on OvidSP in mid-December (BIOSIS Previews on December 12, 2012; Zoological Record on December 19th). If you're already a subscriber of either database, you should see it listed on your Ovid Database Selection Screen. To purchase a segment, contact your Ovid Account Representative.

**Webcasts News**

Be sure to visit www.ovid.com/webcasts for an archive of earlier webcasts, including "Top 10 Questions Answered from Ovid Customer Support", originally broadcast November 28th.

**Download and print as pdf**

For past C+T+S Updates, visit the archive page. If you wish to receive the C+T+S Update as a monthly email from Ovid, please click here.

**Ovid Around the World**

Visit Ovid at the following upcoming global trade shows, conferences, and events.

- **American Library Association Midwinter Meeting**
  January 20-23
  Dallas, TX, USA

- **Special Libraries Association Leadership Summit**
  January 26-27
  Atlanta, GA, USA

- **Ontario Library Association Super Conference**
  February 2-3
  Toronto, ON, Canada

- **Health Sciences Library Group Conference**
  February 9-10
  Athlone, Ireland

- **American Organization of Nurse Executives**
  March 20-23
  Denver, CO

Click here for a complete list of global events, including medical and nursing professional congresses where Ovid will appear together with sister company Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.

**Featured Industry Jobs**

- **Physician Jobs**
- View All Featured Jobs

- **Health Professionals**
- View All Featured Jobs

- **Nursing Jobs**
- View All Featured Jobs

**CME Webcourses**

---
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Administrative news: #PostAc. Dear reader, For the purposes of transparency and full disclosure, there have been some changes in my personal circumstances that I need to make you aware of going forward. No, the SoPD is not stopping (calm down Lionel), but it will no longer be the blog of a research scientist. Let me explain: I have decided to step away from academia – to take up a new role as the Deputy Director of Research at the Cure Parkinson's Trust, which I will be starting on the 1st of October. Administrative news. Latham & Watkins LLP. Germany April 23 2010. In this circular, the tax administration further tightens the tax requirements for fiscal consolidation with limited liability companies (Gesellschaften mit beschränkter Haftung – GmbHs) as subsidiaries under Sec. 17 sent. 2 no. 2 CITA and Sec.